Since 1997. Made in Berlin.

The O&O Software GmbH

O&O Software GmbH was founded in Berlin in 1997. The company as it stands
today is the result of the publication of the first defragmentation software from a
European company in 1998, after having previously focused only on software
projects for international corporations.
Over the past few years, O&O has become a synonym for „Tools for Windows“
and is known for being one of the leading manufacturers of systems tools for the
Windows operating system today with customers and partners in more than 140
countries. This translates into 76% of companies listed in the DAX and 43% of
companies listed in the „Forbes 100 International“ relaying on O&O products.
Countless awards by the trade press confirm our commitment to our customers.
Our main objective lies in finding ways to let our customers concentrate on
their core business instead of on the daily maintenance and administration of
their IT systems. Our focus is on protecting data – from both unauthorized
access and getting lost. With O&O Syspectr, we launched a free and very
easy-to-use IT cloud management system for Windows back in 2013.
In doing so, we not only aimed to attract corporate customers, but also to
provide private users with solutions that make life in the digital age much
easier. Our release of O&O ShutUp10 introduced the world's leading product
for protecting user privacy under Windows 10.
As a result of its outstanding achievements in software development for
Windows. O&O Software GmbH was named a Gold Certified Partner by
Microsoft in 2003, the highest award given to independent software vendors.

The group of companies

In addition to O&O Software GmbH, there are a number of other enterprises in our
organization, all of them occupied with the development of software. They all
partners belonging to the O&O Group GmbH and can draw on our large pool of
expertise and personnel.

Founded in 2002, O&O Services GmbH has several decades of experience in the
realization of IT projects. Under the motto "Delivering Value!”, O&O Services
generates added value for companies by creating advantages that strengthen our
customers' competitiveness. O&O Services specializes in the development of web
applications, particularly those with complex cloud infrastructure. Along with
introducing tailor-made business applications, the company provides full service for
their maintenance and further development. All our services are provided
professionally and with the highest level of commitment.

Since starting exono GmbH in 2006, we’ve also been providing other software
publishers access to our worldwide network, bringing their solutions to relevant
markets quickly and economically. exono sees itself as both a door opener and a
full service provider; we manage everything from issuing the license to the
placement of packs in retail markets.

Research

We have been developing and researching at our location in Berlin, Germany for
over 20 years. Whereas Windows NT 4 was still our basis in 1997, current
platforms such as Windows and Linux on local PC systems, tablets, and smartphones as well as in the cloud have become our daily bread.
In recent years, we’ve been increasingly focused on developing cloud applications
for IT management and data backup in the cloud. Such efforts resulted in the first
O&O Syspectr that appeared in 2012 and that we later released in May 2013.
In 2016 came the initial version of CloudCuber, the only solution of its kind
worldwide that distributes data backups to a geographically dispersed cloud
while also protecting against system failure at minimal labor and cost.
We are currently participating in research projects within the framework of the
fast initiative, which is funded and supported by the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research. Our research focuses on Edge Cloud and Mobile Edge
Cloud to facilitate data access with improved privacy protection for both users
and applications in industrial environments.

Contact

Like to learn more about our products and services?
Please visit us at our website or send us your questions:
O&O Software GmbH
Bülowstraße 66
10783 Berlin
Web: www.oo-software.com
E-mail: info@oo-software.com
Tel.:
+49 (0)30 991 9162-00
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